
I had to embark on an unwanted journey
Through a frozen waste
A no man's land
It starts with a 'before and after' event
A line in the sand
In an instant the dream becomes a nightmare
The life we chose ends, a half life begins
Things will never be the same

And slowly we realised that although her light had
been extinguished a warm glow remained
We felt privileged to be her parents
We were so proud of her and overwhelmed by the
impact such a young child had clearly had on the world
Every inch of our bodies ached with loss
We missed her so much
We experienced it differently, tears flowed for him
but not for me, they were still frozen solid
So not 'we' but 'I'
A loneliness in loss that is hard to bear

More events came and went
A funeral and thanksgiving service
Christmas and New Year
Return to work
All on automatic pilot driven by instinct and the
perpetual motion of life
Like a wave which before we had ridden fairly
effortlessly but for now was relentlessly dragging us
forward even though it seemed time had stopped
The post mortem report gave no real answers
Just opened the wounds, leaving the question 'why?'
reverberating as an eternal echo

So there I was, as if set adrift in a tiny boat on an
angry sea
No horizon in sight, going somewhere but getting
nowhere
Tossed about by the waves, exposed to the mercy of
the elements
Frightened and fearful
Wanting to wake up from the nightmare

An ordinary morning like no other
Anticipating the usual routine
It was quiet, none of the usual sounds to
indicate she was awake
Then the discovery
She was gone and had been for some time, there
was no room for doubt
The ice set in and froze the tears
A mirror shattered, there was no more time only
this moment

Events over took us
The emergency call, the ambulance, the police,
the hospital
The questions, repeating the narrative over and
over
Why?  How did we not know there was
something wrong?
How could we have gone to bed that night and
not realised?
No answers except they were almost certain we
couldn't have prevented it
It would have been sudden and didn't she look
peaceful
Then emptiness

And so the unwanted journey began
Cold and dark
Stumbling, grasping, gasping for air
Clinging to life, to hope, to memories, to each
other
What else would end?
What else would be lost?
Almost like pilgrims, people came to comfort and
to remember



Trying desperately not to feel the pain, the guilt, the
loss
Longing to feel her physical presence once again, to hear
her voice
To watch her blossom and grow
All experiences now forever denied

But pause for a moment, be careful not to overlook the
boat
It is small and basic but a boat none the less
Buoyant, watertight, somehow a match for the ocean
tumult that surrounds it
It carries me in my helplessness and despair
I can at least rest, it will keep me safe
I am surviving, we are surviving
It does not seem possible but it is true
Faith, hope and love still have a home
God has not abandoned us
Friends have not turned away
In our loss we still have much to be thankful for

Now the task of coming home to self begins
To survive is one thing but to live is another goal
altogether
Others have shown me it can be done but do I have it in
me?
Can I face my fears? Can I bring head and heart in to
alignment once again?
How long will it take? A lifetime no doubt but a journey
worth embarking on
Tentative steps at first, some resistance
The gnashing dog of self doubt, the internal critic
But progress comes, they can be tamed
A big dip as a year comes and goes
But a learning curve at the same time

Learning to appreciate the miracle of survival, a
divine gift
The realisation that it's possible to experience joy
and pain together, in a single moment as two sides of
the same coin
An acceptance of pain because it evidences a great
love which cannot be denied
Embracing brokenness and frailty reveals an inner
strength
Self care and mindfulness start to make sense and
begin to grow
All leading to a deeper faith in the God who has
sustained me
The tears thaw and now flow freely when they need to

So the unwanted journey continues but has taken on
a sense of direction and purpose
For now the waves have calmed and the boat has
reached the shore
I am standing on my own two feet, walking on the
sand
Like the well known image there are now two sets of
footprints
When there was only one I know it was because He
was carrying me not because I was alone
There is no map, for sure there will be twists and
turns, ups and downs, riding high and going under
But I will no longer overlook the boat, it is always
there ready to rescue, to carry and to bring to
shore once again, my role is to be mindful and make
use of it before fear takes hold and I drift too far
out to sea

Going forward, we know the path we'd like to travel,
She has inspired us to want to continue being
parents
We hope we can eventually share our hearts and
home with two children who will have embarked on
their own unwanted journey
We don't know if this will be possible but we are not
ready to give up on the new dream
For now I will be grateful for getting this far and
thankful to all those who have helped us along the
way
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